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1. In The Jumbies by Tracey Baptiste, what do the children roll up and collect while the adults clean graves?
   A. Wax OR Wax balls (pg 10)

2. In rez dogs by Joseph Bruchac, what old science fiction show does Malian watch with her grandparents during the heavy rain?
   A. Star Trek (pg. 113)

3. In When you Trap a Tiger by Tae Keller, what did Ricky claim to have eaten that was worse than mud?
   A. A worm OR a raisinet that was not a raisinet (pg 233).

4. In The list of Things That Will Not Change by Rebecca Stead, in what notebook does Bea keep her list of things that will not change?
   A. Her green spiral notebook OR the notebook given to her when her parents explained their divorce (pg 5)

5. In Swim Team by Johnnie Christmas, what does Bree drop into the pool right before Etta saves her?
   A. Her math homework (pg 65)

6. In Ways to Make Sunshine by Renee Watson, why is the Sunday school classroom Ryan’s favorite place in the church?
   A. Because of the pictures of brown angels. (pg 67) (check accuracy for black angels or other answers)

7. In The Midnight Children by Dan Gemeinhart, what item hanging on a closet doorknob convinces Ravani that the midnight children are real?
   A. A white parasol OR a white umbrella (pg 9)

8. In The Trouble with Chickens by Doreen Cronin, what does the black tag on Vince the Funnel’s collar control?
   A. The Doggie Door (pg 96)

9. In Zeus and the Thunderbolt of Doom by Joan Holub and Suzanne Williams, what is one of the two things Zeus says he tastes icky like to convince the cronies not to eat him?
   A. Cave scum OR Bat Poop (pg 18)

10. In The Lion of Mars by Jennifer L. Holm, what cranky earth animal does Bell think Salty Bob resembles?
    A. An Ostrich (pg 68)
11. In *From the Mixed-up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler*, in what museum hall do Claudia and Jamie sleep in a musty old bed?
   
   A. English Renaissance (pg 36, 40)

12. In *A True Home* by Kallie George, who orders extra soap to their room?
   
   A. The boars (pg. 36)

13. In *New From Here* by Kelly Yang, When Knox runs away after fighting with Bowen, what is one of the two items he packs in his backpack?
   
   A. Ipad OR CLIF bars (pg 282)

14. In *When you Trap a Tiger* by Tae Keller, who does Halmoni put Wasabi peas on her grocery list for?
   
   A. Mom, Lily’s mom or Joan (pg. 79)

15. In *The Jumbies* by Tracey Baptiste, what animal is Corinne chasing when she tears her skirt on some branches?
   
   A. An Agouti

16. In *Allergic* by Megan Wagner Lloyd and Michelle Mee Nutter, when Maggie is hiding pip-pip, what do the twins think is wrong with her eyes?
   
   A. She has "monster eyes" (pg 139)